
Martin & Corrinne Vernon reply to Inspector’s report 15th November 2017 following Stage One 

Hearings:   

Having read through the Council’s Topic Paper, it is not difficult to see the number of houses 

required is still an elusive figure and one of enormous contention with ourselves as residents and 

Bulkington Residents Voice (BRV) with whom we are members.  Bulkington (HSG7 & HSG8) still 

firmly believe we were added to the plan late 2015 as a direct result of Coventry announcing it 

needed the surrounding areas to take their “overspill”.  

1) Housing numbers are not conclusive. 

2) Several articles in local newspapers question housing numbers for Coventry as Coventry 

Council seem to think that students coming to Coventry University simply don’t leave 

therefore requiring homes in the City, therefore the Council have used their land to build 

such homes. (Both our children studied in Cities elsewhere but they didn’t stay there). 

3) A % variant for flexibility has been included by NBBC in the Topic paper yet this was not 

asked for. 

The infrastructure development plan doesn’t show any clear defined improvements for Bulkington. 

Sewers were put in in the 1950’s when Bulkington was a small village, development has used the 

same system since, the IDP makes no reference to this. 

Improved bus services are featured in the IDP yet the roads in HSG7 & Ryton village centre cannot 

take the buses as local residents have requested an improved service and been told no, the roads 

are not suitable. 

The number of houses required has to be established, Bulkington cannot be saturated with 

unwanted houses assuming people in Coventry want to move out to Bulkington which has no 

employment, one small row of shops, limited bus service and the nearest secondary school is in 

Bedworth which is a considerable walk along a road with a 50 mile an hour limit.  

Without question Nuneaton & Bedworth Council need Coventry Council need to re visit their 

numbers. It’s because of this that HSG7, 8 & 9 plus huge additions to the Woodlands area of 

Bedworth that this issue with Coventry has caused.       

We feel the Topic Paper offers nothing more than we originally knew when the Stage One hearings 

began. 

 

 

  


